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1. More Implementation Details
Face detection and align. We use RetinaFace [3] to detect
and align faces for each video. We crop the region of faces
within the same range of the detected face area, i.e., four
times the detected face area, where the weight and height
are equal to twice the weight and height of the detected face,
respectively. Then during training, for each video clip that
contains 32 frames, we align them to a mean face. After all,
the images in each clip are resized to 224 × 224.
Network architecture. The backbone we used is the bottle-
neck design of 3D ResNet50 (R50) [2], in which the 3× 3
convolution in the basic block is replaced with a consecutive
3× 1× 1 and 1× 3× 3 convolution. Our implementation is
based on Pytorch 1.8.0 with Cuda 11.0 on 2 GeForce RTX
3090 GPUs.

2. Additional Experiments
More ablation study of the freezing ratio of AltFreezing.
In our main paper, we have explained that adjusting the freez-
ing ratio of Is : It can encourage the network to pay more
attention to spatial or temporal artifacts. And in default, we
set the freezing ratio larger than 1. Here, we conduct more
experiments to identify the effect of freezing ratio smaller
than 1. The AUC results are reported in Tab. 1. From the
comparisons, we observe that AltFreezing’s performance ini-
tially increases and then decreases as the freezing ratio varies
from 1:1 to 1:20. The model achieves the best average AUC
when the freezing ratio is 1:5, improving 0.4% AUC com-
pared to the baseline (without AltFreezing) on average. Yet
the performance is much lower than that when the freezing
ratio Is : It is larger than 1. This is consistent with previous
temporal-based methods [4, 6] that claim detecting temporal
artifacts is more general than detecting spatial ones.

*Equal contribution.
†Corresponding authors.

Freezing Train on FF++
ratio (Is : It) FF++ CDF FSh Avg

baseline 99.3 81.8 99.2 93.4
1:1 99.6 82.4 99.2 93.7
1:5 99.7 82.2 99.4 93.8

1:20 99.8 80.5 99.2 93.2

Table 1. Ablation study of the ratio of freezing temporal kernels
more than spatial ones of AltFreezing. Video-level AUC(%) is
reported. “baseline” means a 3D R50 with end-to-end training.

Aug. Train on FF++
FF++ CDF DFD FSh Avg

none 99.7 86.4 97.6 99.3 95.8
ours (w/o CB) 99.7 84.5 98.8 99.4 95.6

ours 99.7 89.5 98.5 99.3 96.7

Table 2. Ablation study of the fake clip generation. Video-level
AUC(%) is reported. “Aug.” means augmentation. “CB” denotes
the clip-level blending in our fake clip generation.

Ablation study of the fake clip generation. To learn bet-
ter video-level representation, we have proposed a set of
fake video synthetic methods including temporal-level and
spatial-level augmentations. We further conduct experiments
to verify the effect of the components in the fake clip gen-
eration. The AUC results of the augmentations are reported
in Tab. 2. We observe that enabled with the temporal aug-
mentations (ours (w/o CB)), the model gets performance
improvement on DFD [1] and FSh [5]. On CDF it gets a
performance drop. In our experiments, we use temporal
augmentations in default since they might benefit the gen-
eralization ability to more challenging scenes. Moreover,
clip-level blending which introduces more general clip-level
spatial artifacts without any temporal artifacts further boosts
the performance, averaging AUC from 95.6% → 96.7%.

3. Evaluation on Real-world Scenarios
We further evaluate the performance of our model on

more challenging scenes. The real-world DeepFake videos
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we used are downloaded from the YouTube channel “Ctrl
Shift Face2”1, which are carefully crafted so that humans
cannot discriminate between real and fake videos easily. We
compare our method with 3D R50 (baseline) without our
AltFreezing and FTCN [6], as shown in the Youtube Url2.
Our method has a more accurate judgment of real or fake.
The comparison indicates that our method is much more
robust than others in real-world scenarios.

4. Limitations
We are aware that our method cannot handle any type of

face forgery. When facing some fake videos generated by
artists using Adobe Photoshop or other realistic image edit-
ing applications, our method may not be able to detect them.
Besides, our method is not fully robust to all perturbations.
For example, when applied to heavily compressed videos,
the performance of our method drops like other works.
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